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Abstract
The multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy is analyzed through a factorization problem associated to an infinite-
dimensional group. A new set of discrete flows is considered and the corresponding Lax and Zakharov–Shabat
equations are characterized. Reductions of block Toeplitz and Hankel bi-infinite matrix types are proposed and
studied. Orlov–Schulman operators, string equations and additional symmetries (discrete and continuous) are
considered. The continuous-discrete Lax equations are shown to be equivalent to a factorization problem as well
as to a set of string equations. A congruence method to derive site independent equations is presented and used
to derive equations in the discrete multicomponent KP sector (and also for its modification) of the theory as
well as dispersive Whitham equations.
1 Introduction
This paper revisits the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy [30] from the point of view of the factorization problem
associated to an infinite-dimensional group. Our main motivation is the recent discovery [3] of underlying
integrable structures of multicomponent type in the theory of multiple orthogonal polynomials which is in turn
connected to models of non-intersecting Brownian motions. Having in mind the fruitful applications of the Toda
hierarchy to the theory of orthogonal polynomials and to the Hermitian random matrix model (see for instance
[14]-[21]), it is expected that the formalism of multicomponent integrable hierarchies can be similarly applied to
the study and characterization of multiple orthogonal polynomials and non-intersecting Brownian motions. In
particular, the semiclassical (dispersionless) limit of multicomponent integrable hierarchies should be relevant
for the analysis of large N) type limits, see for instance [22]. An important piece of the technique required for
these applications was recently provided by Takasaki and Takebe [27, 28]. Indeed, they proved that the universal
Whitham hierarchy (genus 0 case) [16] can be obtained as a particular dispersionless limit of the multicomponent
KP hierarchy.
The applications of the Toda hierarchy to the characterization of semiclassical limits make an essential use of
the notion of string equations [14]-[21]-[10]. In recent years the formalism of string equations for dispersionless
integrable hierarchies [26] has been much developed [32, 19] but, to our knowledge, a similar formalism for
dispersive multicomponent integrable hierarchies is not yet available. One of the main goals of this paper is to
extend the formalism of string equations to multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchies. In this sense the consideration
of factorization problems for these hierarchies turns to be of great help in order to introduce basic ingredients
such as discrete flows, Orlov–Schulman operators and additional symmetries.
The theory of the multicomponent KP hierarchy is discussed in length in the papers [15, 4], see also [20] for its
applications to geometric nets of conjugate type. In [30] it was noticed that τ functions of a 2N -multicomponent
KP provide solutions of the N -multicomponent Toda hierarchy. The introduction of integer parameters in
the multicomponent KP hierarchy goes back to [8] and the corresponding discrete flows, which are used in
two different ways in [15, 4], are essential for the derivation of the dispersionless Whitham hierarchy from the
multicomponent KP hierarchy [27, 28],[29]. In the present paper we introduce a set of discrete flows for the
multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. Its role in the formulation of the corresponding dispersionless limits will
be discussed in length in a forthcoming paper.
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The layout of the paper is as follows: In §1 we introduce a factorization problem in a Lie group as the one
presented in [30]. This factorization problem is rooted in the ideas used for the KP case in [24, 1], for the so
called discrete KP hierarchy. Then we derive the continuous and discrete Lax equations for the multicomponent
2D Toda hierarchy. We notice that in our discussion the set of discrete flows, which to our knowledge where
not considered before for this hierarchy, are formulated in equal footing to the continuous flows. We also
show some examples of members of the hierarchy and, in particular, multicomponent equations of Toda type
involving partial difference operators only, or combined partial difference and partial derivatives. We end this
section with the formulation of several classes of reductions of the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy involving
biinfinite block Toeplitz and Hankel matrices. The consideration of these types of reductions is motivated by
their relevance in integrable hierarchies such as the infinite Toda hierarchy [2] or the Ablowitz–Ladik lattice
hierarchy [6]. For some reductions we characterize solutions of the hierarchy which are periodic in the discrete
variables. Moreover, for the Hankel case we get generalizations of the bigraded reduction, see [7], associated
with extended flows of the 1-component 1D Toda hierarchy [12].
In §2 we formulate the theory of string equations for the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. We start by
defining the Orlov–Schulman operator [23] and then we derive its Lax equations from the factorization problem
introduced in §1. We also show how the Lax equations imply in turn the factorization problem. In this way
we stablish the equivalence between the factorization problem and the extended Lax formulation, involving
discrete flows and the Orlov–Schulman operator, of the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. Moreover, we also
prove the equivalence between the extended Lax formulation and a particular type of string equations for the
multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. This generalizes the result for the one-component case stablished in [26].
Finally, we use the factorization problem and the canonical pair of Lax and Orlov–Schulman operators to provide
a natural formulation of the additional symmetries of the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. As a consequence
we characterize the string equations as invariance conditions under additional symmetries.
The paper ends with two appendices. In the first appendix the congruence method for deriving n-independent
equations is shown. It is applied to get the main equations of the discrete multicomponent KP hierarchy: N -wave
equations, Darboux equations and multiquadrilateral lattice equations [9]. We also use this method to formulate
the dispersive Whitham equations in terms of scalar Lax and Orlov-Schulman opeartors, which constitute the
starting point for the discussion of the dispersionless limits of the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. Finally,
the second appendix contains the proofs of the main Propositions of the paper.
1.1 Lie algebra setting
In this paper we only consider formal series expansions in the Lie group theoretic setup without any assumption
on their convergency. We also remark that along the paper we use the following notations. For given Lie algebras
g1 ⊂ g2, and X,Y ∈ g2 then X = Y + g1 means X − Y ∈ g1. For any Lie groups G1 ⊂ G2 and a, b ∈ G2 then
a = G2 · b stands for a · b
−1 ∈ G2. Let {Ekl}
N
k,l=1 be the standard basis (Ekl)k′l′ = δll′ δkk′ of MN (C) and IN
denote the identity matrix in MN (C). We also denote the algebra unit as 1.
If MN(C) denotes the associative algebra of complex N × N matrices we will consider the linear space of
sequences
f : Z // MN(C)
n  // f(n).
The shift operator Λ acts on these sequences as (Λf)(n) := f(n+ 1). A sequence X : Z → MN (C) acts by left
multiplication in this space of sequences, and therefore we may consider expressions of the type XΛj, where
X = X(n) is a sequence which acts by left multiplication: (XΛj)(f)(n) := X(n) · f(n+ j).
Moreover, defining the product (X(n)Λi) · (Y (n)Λj) := X(n)Y (n+ i)Λi+j and extending it linearly we have
that the set g of Laurent series in Λ is an associative algebra, which under the standard commutator is a Lie
algebra. Observe that g can be thought either as M
Z
(MN (C)), i.e. bi-infinite matrices with MN (C) coefficients,
or as MN(MZ(C)), i.e. N ×N matrices with coefficients bi-infinite matrices.
This Lie algebra has the following important splitting
g = g+ ∔ g−, (1)
where
g+ =
{∑
j>0
Xj(n)Λ
j , Xj(n) ∈MN(C)
}
, g− =
{∑
j<0
Xj(n)Λ
j , Xj(n) ∈MN(C)
}
,
2
are Lie subalgebras of g with trivial intersection.
1.2 The Lie group and the factorization problem
The group of linear invertible elements in g will be denoted by G and has g as its Lie algebra, then the splitting
(1) leads us to consider the following factorization of g ∈ G
g = g−1− · g+, g± ∈ G± (2)
where G± have g± as their Lie algebras. Explicitly, G+ is the set of invertible linear operators of the form∑
j>0 gj(n)Λ
j ; while G− is the set of invertible linear operators of the form 1 +
∑
j<0 gj(n)Λ
j .
An alternative factorization is the Gauss factorization
g = gˆ−1− · gˆ+, gˆ± ∈ Gˆ± (3)
where Gˆ+ is the set of invertible linear operators of the form gˆ0,+(n)+
∑
j>0 gˆj(n)Λ
j ; with gˆ0,+ : Z→ GL(N,C)
an invertible upper triangular matrix, while Gˆ− is the set of invertible linear operators of the form gˆ0,−(n)
−1 +∑
j<0 gˆj(n)Λ
j with gˆ0,− : Z→ GL(N,C), such that gˆ0,− = IN +A, being A a strictly lower triangular matrix in
MN (C). If the factorization (3) exists then it will also exist (2) by defining g+ = gˆ0,− · gˆ+, g− = gˆ0,− · gˆ−. The
elements g with a factorization (3) are said to belong to the big cell [4], hence the factorization can be considered
only locally. Thus, we will consider elements g in the big cell so that the factorization (2) holds, avoiding the
generation of additional problems connected with these local aspects.
Now we introduce two sets of indexes, S = {1, . . . , N} and S¯ = {1¯, . . . , N¯}, of the same cardinality N . In
what follows we will use letters k, l and k¯, l¯ to denote elements in S and S¯, respectively. Furthermore, we will
use letters a, b, c to denote elements in S := S ∪ S¯.
We define the following operators W0, W¯0 ∈ G
W0 :=
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
sk e
P
∞
j=0 tjkΛ
j
, (4)
W¯0 :=
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−sk¯ e
P
∞
j=1 tjk¯Λ
−j
(5)
where sa ∈ Z, tja ∈ C are deformation parameters, that in the sequel will play the role of discrete and continuous
times, respectively.
The factorization problem Given an element g ∈ G, in the big cell, and a set of deformation parameters
s = (sa)a∈S , t = (tja)a∈S,j∈Nsg a , N+1 = {0, 1, 2, · · · } N−1 = {1, 2, · · · }, we consider the factorization problem
W0 · g · W¯
−1
0 = S(s, t)
−1 · S¯(s, t), S ∈ G− and S¯ ∈ G+, (6)
We will confine our analysis to the zero charge sector
|s| :=
∑
a∈S
sa = 0,
and consider small enough values of the continuous times. Observe that normally, but not always, the t0k times
are disregarded. The reason is the triviality of factorization associated with this deformations. In fact, if we have
a solution of the factorization problem for t0k = 0, with factors S0 and S¯0, then the factors corresponding to the
factorization with arbitrary t0k are S = exp(
∑N
k=1 t0kEkk)S0 exp(−
∑N
k=1 t0kEkk) and S¯ = exp(
∑N
k=1 t0kEkk)S¯0.
The reason to consider them here is due to the reductions we will study later.
At this point we discuss some relevant subalgebras and subgroups which will play an important role hereafter.
Firstly, we notice that an operator A =
∑
j∈ZAj(n)Λ
j commutes with Λ if and only if the coefficients Aj do not
depend on n. Thus, the centralizer of Λ is zΛ := {A ∈ g : [A,Λ] = 0} =
{∑
j∈ZAjΛ
j, Aj ∈ MN(C)
}
. Observe
that zΛ ⊂ g is a Lie subalgebra as now Λ commutes with the matrix coefficients of the Laurent expansions.
Another interpretation is that we have block bi-infinite Toeplitz or Laurent operators [5].
A particular Abelian subalgebra h of zΛ is given by the centralizer of C{Λ, Ekk}
N
k=1; i.e, h := {A ∈ g :
[A,Λ] = [A,Ekk] = 0, k = 1, . . . , N} =
{∑
j∈ZAjΛ
j , Aj ∈ diag(N,C)
}
where diag(N,C) is the subalgebra of
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diagonal matrices of MN (C). Thus, h is the set of Laurent series in Λ with diagonal n-independent coefficients.
There are two important subgroups: G− ∩ zΛ = {1 + c1Λ
−1 + c2Λ
−2 + · · · , cj ∈ MN (C)} and G+ ∩ zΛ =
{c¯0 + c¯1Λ+ c¯2Λ
2 + · · · , C¯0 ∈ GL(N,C), c¯j ∈MN (C), j > 1}. Finally, we have the corresponding Abelian Lie
subgroups H := G ∩ h and H± := G± ∩ h and W0, W¯0 takes values in H .
We shall denote by n ∈ g the multiplication operator by the sequence {nIN}n∈Z; i.e.
n{X(n)}n∈Z = {nX(n)}n∈Z. (7)
Observe that [Λ, n] = Λ and that for any X ∈ g we have X =
∑
j∈Z
i>0
Xijn
iΛj , Xij ∈ MN (C). This expansion
follows from the assumption that Xj(n) = X0j + Xijn + · · · . The set of operators commuting with Λ, n and
Ekk, k = 1, . . . , N is given by {A ∈ g : [A,Λ] = [A, n] = [A,Ekk] = 0, k = 1, . . . , N} = diag(N,C).
2 Lax and Zakharov–Shabat equations
2.1 Dressing procedure. Lax and C operators
We now introduce important elements for the sequel of this paper
Definition 1. We define the dressing operators W, W¯ as follows
W := S ·W0, W¯ := S¯ · W¯0, (8)
In terms of these dressing operators the factorization problem(6) in G reads
W · g = W¯ (9)
Observe that the expansions of the factors S, S¯
S = IN + ϕ1(n)Λ
−1 + ϕ2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · ∈ G−,
S¯ = ϕ¯0(n) + ϕ¯1(n)Λ + ϕ¯2(n)Λ
2 + · · · ∈ G+.
(10)
Sometimes we will use the notation
β := ϕ1, e
φ := ϕ¯0.
We have the following expressions
W = (IN + ϕ1(n)Λ
−1 + ϕ2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · ) ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
sk exp
( ∞∑
j=0
tjkΛ
j
))
W¯ = (ϕ¯0(n) + ϕ¯1(n)Λ + ϕ¯2(n)Λ
2 + · · · ) ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−sk¯ exp
( ∞∑
j=1
tjk¯Λ
−j
)) (11)
Other important objects are
Definition 2. The Lax operators L, L¯, Ckl, C¯kl, Ckl, C¯kl ∈ g are given by
L :=W · Λ ·W−1, L¯ := W¯ · Λ · W¯−1, (12)
Ckl :=W ·Ekl ·W
−1, C¯kl := W¯ ·Ekl · W¯
−1 (13)
Ckl := S ·Ekl · S
−1, C¯kl := S¯ · Ekl · S¯
−1. (14)
Notice that in the above definitions of L, L¯, Ckk and C¯kk —as W0, W¯0 ∈ H— we may replace the dressing
operators W and W¯ by S and S¯, respectively. A straightforward calculations yields
Proposition 1. 1. The following relations holds
Ckl = L
sk−sl exp(
∞∑
j=0
(tjk − tjl)L
j))Ckl,
C¯kl = L¯
−sk¯+sl¯ exp(
∞∑
j=1
(tjk¯ − tjl¯)L¯
−j))C¯kl.
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2. The Lax operators have the following expansions
L = Λ+ u1(n) + u2(n)Λ
−1 + · · · , L¯−1 = u¯0(n)Λ
−1 + u¯1(n) + u¯2(n)Λ + · · · ,
Ckl = Ekl + Ckl,1(n)Λ
−1 + Ckl,2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · , C¯kl = C¯kl,0(n) + C¯kl,1(n)Λ + C¯kl,2(n)Λ
2 + · · · .
(15)
3. These operators fulfill
IN =
N∑
k=1
Ckk, IN =
N∑
k=1
C¯kk, (16)
CklCk′l′ = δlk′Ckl′ , CklL = LCkl,
C¯klC¯k′l′ = δlk′C¯kl′ , C¯klL¯ = L¯C¯kl,
(17)
2.2 Lax and Zakharov–Shabat equations
In this section we will use the factorization problem (9) to derive two sets of equations: Lax equations and
Zakharov–Shabat equations, and we will show they all are equivalent. Let us first introduce some convenient
notation
Definition 3. 1.
∂ja :=
∂
∂tja
,
2. The zero-charge shifts TK for K = (a, b) are defined as follows
sa → sa + 1, sb → sb − 1,
and all the others discrete variables remain unchanged.
3.
θja := ∂jaW0 ·W
−1
0 , θ¯ja := ∂¯jaW¯0 · W¯
−1
0 ,
qK := TKW0 ·W
−1
0 , q¯K := TKW¯0 · W¯
−1
0 , K = (a, b).
4.
Caa :=WπaW
−1 C¯aa := W¯ π¯aW¯
−1,
Rja :=WθjaW
−1, R¯ja := W¯ θ¯ajW¯
−1, UK :=WqKW
−1, U¯K := W¯ q¯KW¯
−1.
(18)
5.
Bja := Rja − (Rja − R¯ja)− = R¯ja + (Rja − R¯ja)+ ∈ g, (Rja − R¯ja)± ∈ g±,
ωK := (Uk · U¯
−1
K )− · UK = (Uk · U¯
−1
K )+ · U¯K ∈ G, (UK U¯
−1
K )± ∈ G±.
(19)
Notice that if
πa :=
{
Ekk, a = k ∈ S,
0, a ∈ S¯,
π¯a :=
{
0, a ∈ S,
Ekk, a ∈ S¯ and a = k¯ for some k ∈ S.
we can write
θja = πaΛ
j , θ¯ja = π¯aΛ
−j,
qK = IN + πa(Λ − IN ) + πb(Λ
−1 − IN ), q¯K = IN + π¯a(Λ
−1 − IN ) + π¯b(Λ − IN ), K = (a, b).
Observe that all the shift operators preserve the zero charge sector and form a commutative group
TKTK′ = TK′TK , (20)
T(a,b)T(b,a) = id, (21)
satisfying the following cohomological relations
T(a,b)T(b,c)T(c,a) = id. (22)
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Proposition 2. The relations (20)-(22) are equivalent to
T(a,b)T(b,c) = T(b,c)T(a,b) = T(a,c) (23)
where T(a,a) = id.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Also notice that Bjk = (CkkL
j)+, Bjk¯ = (C¯kkL¯
−j)− and that (18) and (19) gives
ωK = πaΛ + aK + a¯KΛ
−1, (24)
for some matrix sequences aK(n) and a¯K(n).
The factorization problem (6) implies that the partial differential equations
∂jaW ·W
−1 = ∂jaS · S
−1 + S · θja · S
−1 = ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 + S¯ · θ¯ja · S¯
−1 = ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, (25)
and partial difference equations
TKW ·W
−1 = TKS · qK · S
−1 = TK S¯ · q¯K · S¯
−1 = TKW¯ · W¯
−1 (26)
hold.
From the previous proposition we derive the following linear systems for the dressing operators and Lax
equations for the Lax operators, and its compatibility conditions
Theorem 1. 1. The dressing operators are subject to
∂jaW = Bja ·W, ∂jaW¯ = Bja · W¯ , (27)
TKW = ωK ·W, TKW¯ = ωK · W¯ . (28)
2. The Lax equations
∂jaL = [Bja, L], ∂jaL¯ = [Bja, L¯], ∂jaCkk = [Bja, Ckk], ∂jaC¯kk = [Bja, C¯kk], (29)
TKL = ωK · L · ω
−1
K , TKL¯ = ωK · L¯ · ω
−1
K , TKCkk = ωK · Ckk · ω
−1
K , TKC¯kk = ωK · C¯kk · ω
−1
K , (30)
are satisfied.
3. The following Zakharov–Shabat equations hold
∂jaBib − ∂ibBja + [Bib, Bja] = 0, (31)
TKBja = ∂jaωK · ω
−1
K + ωK ·Bja · ω
−1
K , (32)
TKωK′ · ωK = TK′ωK · ωK′ . (33)
Proof. 1. First, observe that (25) implies ∂jaS · S
−1 +Rja = ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 + R¯ja, and therefore ∂jaS · S
−1 =
−(Rja − R¯ja)− ∈ g− and ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 = (Rja − R¯ja)+ ∈ g+ so that using again (25) we get
∂jaW ·W
−1 = −(Rja − R¯ja)− +Rja = Bja = (Rja − R¯ja)+ + R¯ja = ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1 (34)
Equation (26) implies
TKW ·W
−1 = TKS · qK · S
−1 = TKS · S
−1 · UK = TKS¯ · S¯
−1 · U¯K = TK S¯ · q¯K · S¯
−1 = TKW¯ · W¯
−1 (35)
so that (TKS · S
−1)−1 · (TK S¯ · S¯
−1) = UK · U¯
−1
K and we conclude TKS · S
−1 = (UK · U¯
−1
K )− ∈ G− and
TK S¯ · S¯
−1 = (UK · U¯
−1
K )+ ∈ G+ which introduced back in (35) gives
TKW ·W
−1 = TKS · qK · S
−1 = (UK · U¯
−1
K )− · UK = ωK
= (UK · U¯
−1
K )+ · U¯K = TKS¯ · q¯K · S¯
−1 = TKW¯ · W¯
−1. (36)
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2. From the definition (12) we get
∂jaL = [∂jaW ·W
−1, L], ∂jaL¯ = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, L¯],
∂jaCkk = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, Ckk], ∂jaC¯kk = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, C¯kk],
TKL = (TKW ·W
−1) · L · (TKW ·W
−1)−1, TKL¯ = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1) · L¯ · (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1,
TKCkk = (TKW ·W
−1) · Ckk · (TKW ·W
−1)−1, TKC¯kk = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1) · C¯kk · (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1.
and using (27) and (28) we find (29) and (30), respectively.
3. The compatibility of (27) and (28) imply (31)-(33)
Observe also that the trivial flows t0k, k = 1, . . . , N are immediately integrated and if L0, L¯0, Ckl and C¯kl
are the Lax and C operators corresponding to t0k = 0 for arbitrary tk0 we only need to conjugate these operators
with exp(
∑N
k=1 Ekktk0).
The compatibility conditions (31)-(33) for operators Bja and ωK formally imply the local existence of a
matrix potential ξ such that Bja = ∂jaξ · ξ
−1 and ωK = TKξ · ξ
−1; here, the potential ξ is a map to the Lie
group G depending on the variables {tja, sa} i. Moreover, any operator ξ generates a gauge transformation so
that Bja → ∂jaξ · ξ
−1 + ξ ·Bja · ξ
−1 and ωK → TKξ · ωK · ξ
−1, providing new solutions of (31)-(33).
Proposition 3. The relations (
T(a,b)ω(b,c)
)
ω(a,b) =
(
T(b,c)ω(a,b)
)
ω(b,c) = ω(a,c). (37)
and the compatibility conditions (33) are equivalent.
Proof. See Appendix B.
We have seen that the Lax equations (29)-(30) and Zakharov–Shabat equations (31)-(33) appear as con-
sequence of the factorization problem. The compatibility conditions for the Lax equations are satisfied if the
Zakharov–Shabat equations hold. It is a standard fact in the theory of Integrable Systems that by construction
the Lax equations imply the Zakharov–Shabat equations and therefore the system is compatible. In [30] is
proven this fact for the differential equations (not the difference nor difference-differential equations) involved
in the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy, that is that (29) ⇒ (31). Here we give an extended proof in order
to include the continuous-discrete and discrete-discrete cases.
Proposition 4. Let {L,Ckk}
N
k=1 ⊂ g and {L¯, C¯kk}
N
k=1 ⊂ g be two sets, composed each of them of commuting
operators, consider functions Rja ∈ g, UK ∈ G of L,C11, . . . , Ckk and R¯ja ∈ g, U¯K ∈ G of L¯, C¯11, . . . , C¯kk, and
define Bja and ωK according to (19), then the Lax equations (29) and (30) imply the Zakharov–Shabat equations
(31)-(33).
Proof. See Appendix B.
2.3 The multicomponent Toda equations
Here we write down some of the nonlinear partial differential-difference equations appearing as a consequence
of the factorization problem (9). From (34) and (36), taking into account that S ∈ G− and S¯ ∈ G+, we deduce
the following
Corollary 1. We have the expressions
B1a = πaΛ + Ua + U¯aΛ
−1,
ωK := πaΛ + aK + a¯KΛ
−1, K = (a, b),
(38)
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where the coefficients have the alternative expressions
Ua := β(n)πa − πaβ(n+ 1) =
{
∂1a(e
φ(n)) · e−φ(n), a ∈ S
0, a ∈ S¯
U¯a = e
φ(n) π¯a e
−φ(n−1) =
{
0, a ∈ S,
∂1aβ(n), a ∈ S¯,
aK := IN − πa − πb + TKβ(n)πa − πaβ(n+ 1) =
{
eTKφ(n) ·(IN − π¯b) · e
−φ(n), a ∈ S,
IN − πb, a ∈ S¯,
a¯K := e
TKφ(n) π¯a e
−φ(n−1) =
{
0, a ∈ S,
TKβ(n)(IN − πb)− (IN − πb)β(n) + πb, a ∈ S¯.
(39)
From (39) we deduce the following set of nonlinear partial differential-difference equations


β(n)Ekk − Ekkβ(n+ 1) = ∂1k(e
φ(n)) · e−φ(n),
∂1k¯β(n) = e
φ(n)Ekk e
−φ(n−1),
T(k,b)β(n)Ekk − Ekkβ(n+ 1) + IN − Ekk − πb = e
T(k,b)φ(n) ·(IN − π¯b) · e
−φ(n),
T(k¯,b)β(n)(IN − πb)− (IN − πb)β(n) + πb = e
T(k¯,b)φ(n) ·Ekk · e
−φ(n−1) .
(40)
These equations constitute what we call the multicomponent Toda equations. Observe that if we cross the two
first equations we get
∂1k¯′
(
∂1k(e
φ(n)) · e−φ(n)
)
= eφ(n)Ek′k′ e
−φ(n−1)Ekk − Ekk e
φ(n+1)Ek′k′ e
−φ(n)
which is the matrix extension of the 2D Toda equation, which appears for N = 1:
∂1∂1¯(φ(n)) = e
φ(n)−φ(n−1)− eφ(n+1)−φ(n) .
If in the last equation we set b = l¯ ∈ S¯ we have
∆(k¯,l¯)β(n) = e
T(k¯,l¯)φ(n) ·Ekk · e
−φ(n−1) .
which when considered simultaneously with the first gives
∆(k¯′,l¯)
(
∂1k(e
φ(n)) · e−φ(n)
)
= eT(k¯′,l¯)φ(n) ·Ek′k′ · e
−φ(n−1)Ekk − Ekk e
T(k¯′,l¯)φ(n+1) ·Ek′k′ · e
−φ(n)
which is a Toda type equation. A completely discrete equation appears, for example, when crossing the two last
equations, i.e.
∆(k¯′,l¯)
(
eT(k,b)φ(n) ·(IN−π¯b)·e
−φ(n)
)
= T(k,b)
(
eT(k¯′,l¯)φ(n) ·Ek′k′ ·e
−φ(n−1)
)
Ekk−Ekk e
T(k¯′ ,l¯)φ(n+1) ·Ek′k′ ·e
−φ(n) .
So forth and so on we may get a set of continuous-discrete set of Toda type equations. Finally, observe that
when N = 1 we only have the shift T(s1,s1¯) which corresponds to a shift n→ n+ 1.
2.4 Block Toeplitz/Hankel reductions
We now consider some reductions of the multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy. In the first place we discuss an
extension of the periodic reduction [30] and the bigraded reduction [7] to the multicomponent case, which we
call Toeplitz/Hankel reduction. Finally we discuss an extension of the 1 dimensional reduction discussed in
[30]. These reductions are relevant when we work with semi-infinite cases, as in the construction of families of
bi-orthogonal and orthogonal matrix polynomials, to be published elsewhere.
Given a set {ℓa}a∈S ⊂ Z we seek for initial conditions g satisfying
g ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk¯
)
=
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk
)
· g. (41)
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The relation (41) gives the following constraints over the Lax operators
N∑
k=1
CkkL
ℓkj =
N∑
k=1
C¯kkL¯
−ℓk¯j (42)
for any j ∈ Z. To proceed further in the analysis of these reductions we define the sets
S± := {a ∈ S : ±ℓa > 0}, S0 := {a ∈ S : ℓa = 0}, S¯± := {a ∈ S¯ : ±ℓa > 0}, S¯0 := {a ∈ S¯ : ℓa = 0},
so that S = S+ ∪ S0 ∪ S−, and S¯ = S¯+ ∪ S¯0 ∪ S¯−.
Proposition 5. If (42) holds then we have
1. The dressing operators are subject to
( ∑
a∈S+∪S0∪S¯+
∂jℓa,a
)
(W ) =W
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
jℓk ,
( ∑
a∈S+∪S0∪S¯+
∂jℓa,a
)
(W¯ ) = W¯
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−jℓk¯ ,
( ∑
a∈S−∪S0∪S¯−
∂j|ℓa|,a
)
(W ) =W
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−jℓk ,
( ∑
a∈S−∪S0∪S¯−
∂j|ℓa|,a
)
(W¯ ) = W¯
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
jℓk¯ ,
(43)
for j > 0.
2. The Lax operators are invariant:( ∑
a∈S+∪S0∪S¯+
∂jℓa,a
)
(L) =
( ∑
a∈S+∪S0∪S¯+
∂jℓa,a
)
(L¯) = 0,
( ∑
a∈S−∪S0∪S¯−
∂j|ℓa|,a
)
(L) =
( ∑
a∈S−∪S0∪S¯−
∂j|ℓa|,a
)
(L¯) = 0,
(44)
where j > 0.
Moreover, if ∑
a∈S
ℓa = 0;
then,
1. The dressing operators fulfill
W (s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯ ) =W (s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ )
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk ,
W¯ (s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯ ) = W¯ (s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ )
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk¯ .
(45)
2. The Lax operators are periodic
L(s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯) = L(s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ ),
L¯(s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯) = L¯(s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ ).
(46)
To prove this we need the
Lemma 1. If (42) holds then for j > 0 we have
∑
a∈S+∪S0∪S¯+
Bjℓa,a =
N∑
k=1
CkkL
ℓkj =
N∑
k=1
C¯kkL¯
−ℓk¯j ,
∑
a∈S−∪S0∪S¯−
Bj|ℓa|,a =
N∑
k=1
CkkL
−ℓkj =
N∑
k=1
C¯kkL¯
ℓk¯j .
(47)
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Proof. The projection on g+ of A =
∑N
k=1 CkkL
ℓkj , j > 0, is
∑
a∈S+∪S0
Bjℓa,a while the projection on g− of
A =
∑N
k=1 C¯kkL¯
−ℓk¯j , j > 0, is
∑
a∈S¯+
Bjℓa,a. The first formula is just A = A+ + A−. The second formula
follows in a similar way when j < 0.
Now we proceed with
Proof of Proposition 5. Equations (43) and (44) follow from the previous lemma and Theorem 1. To deduce
(45) and (46) we argue as follows. If ∑
a∈S
ℓa = 0
the periodicity follows from the factorization problem
S ·W0 ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk
)
· g = S ·W0 · g ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk¯
)
= S¯ · W¯0 ·
( N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk¯
)
by observing that
W0(s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN) =W0(s1, . . . , sN )
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk ,
W¯0(s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯) = W¯0(s1¯, . . . , sN¯ )
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk¯ ,
and recalling the uniqueness property of the factorization problem we deduce the periodicity condition for the
solutions
S(s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯) = S(s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ ),
S¯(s1 + ℓ1, . . . , sN + ℓN , s1¯ + ℓ1¯, . . . , sN¯ + ℓN¯) = S¯(s1, . . . , sN , s1¯, . . . , sN¯ ),
which imply (45) and (46).
Now we justify the name of this reduction. If we write g =
∑
j∈Z gj(n)Λ
j , and think of it as an element in
MN (MZ(C)), i.e. g =
∑N
k1,k2=1
gk1k2Ek1k2 and gk1k2 =
∑
j∈Z gj,k1k2(n)Λ
j then (41) gives
gj,k1k2(n) = gj+ℓk1+ℓk¯2 ,k1k2(n− ℓk1). (48)
If ℓk1 + ℓk¯2 = 0, then gj,k1k2 is a |ℓk1 |-periodic function in n. If this period is 1, we get that gk1k2 is a bi-infinite
Toeplitz or Laurent matrix . We will see that in the general case we are dealing with block Toeplitz [5] and
block Hankel [31] bi-infinite matrices.
Definition 4. Given a block matrix Ω = (Ωi,j)i,j∈Z made up with p × q-blocks Ωi,j we say that Ω is a block
Toeplitz matrix if Ωi+1,j+1 = Ωi,j and a block Hankel matrix if Ωi+1,j−1 = Ωi,j.
Proposition 6. The condition (48) implies for gk1k2 that
• For ℓk1ℓk¯2 > 0 is a |ℓk1 | × |ℓk¯2 |-block bi-infinite Hankel matrix.
• For ℓk1ℓk¯2 < 0 is a |ℓk1 | × |ℓk¯2 |-block bi-infinite Toeplitz matrix.
• For ℓk1 = 0 with ℓk¯2 6= 0 we have a diagonal band structure being |ℓk¯2 | its width, and for ℓk¯2 = 0 with
ℓk1 6= 0 a |ℓk1 | × |ℓk1 | block bi-infinite matrix.
Proof. See Appendix B
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The Toeplitz/Hankel block structure appears not only in the structure of gk1k2 but also in the structure of
g itself, thought as an element in M
Z
(MN (C)), for example if one takes ℓk = −ℓk¯ = 1, k = 1, . . . , N we get a
N × N -block bi-infinite Toeplitz matrix, while for ℓk = ℓk¯ = 1, k = 1, . . . , N we get a N × N -block bi-infinite
Hankel matrix.
Notice that for the particular case ℓk = ℓk¯, k = 1, . . . , N , we have that g is a block Hankel bi-infinite matrix
and
g
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓk =
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓkg, g
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk =
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
−ℓkg.
From these two equivalent conditions on g we conclude for g2 the following constraint
g2
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓk =
N∑
k=1
EkkΛ
ℓkg2;
i.e. g2 is a block Toeplitz bi-infinite matrix and the corresponding solution to g2 of periodic type with bared
and non bared periods equal to each other for each component: ℓk¯ = −ℓk, k = 1, . . . , N .
In the one component case we get the condition
Lℓ1 = L¯−ℓ1¯ . (49)
If ℓ1 + ℓ1¯ = 0 we may choose ℓ1 = ℓ ∈ N and ℓ1¯ = −ℓ and the constraint for g is gΛ
ℓ = Λℓg which leads
Lℓ = L¯ℓ, i.e., the ℓ-th periodic reduction of the one component 2D Toda hierarchy [30]. When ℓ1, ℓ1¯ > 0 are
two nonnegative integers this constraint (49) gives the the reduction of the one component 2D Toda hierarchy
suitable to be extended with additional flows as described in [7], named there as bigraded. This is why we refer
to this reduction when all ℓa are positive as multigraded reduction. Notice that this multigraded constraint over
g is never of periodic type and S = S+ and S¯ = S¯+.
1D reduction and generalizations Given a set of nonnegative integers {ℓa}a∈S we request g in (9) the
following constraint
g ·
( N∑
k=1
Ekk
(
Λℓk¯ + Λ−ℓk¯
))
=
( N∑
k=1
Ekk
(
Λℓk + Λ−ℓk
))
· g.
Now, as zj + z−j = (z + z−1)j + aj,j−2(z + z
−1)j−2 + · · ·+ aj,0, for some aj,i ∈ Z we have
g ·
( N∑
k=1
Ekk
(
Λjℓk¯ + Λ−jℓk¯
))
=
( N∑
k=1
Ekk
(
Λjℓk + Λ−jℓk
))
· g
and therefore
N∑
k=1
Ckk
(
Ljℓk + L−jℓk
)
=
N∑
k=1
C¯kk
(
L¯jℓk¯ + L¯−jℓk¯
)
is fulfilled for any j > 0.
From here we conclude that
N∑
k=1
(Bjℓk,k +Bjℓk¯,k¯) =
N∑
k=1
Ckk
(
Ljℓk + L−jℓk
)
=
N∑
k=1
C¯kk
(
L¯jℓk¯ + L¯−jℓk¯
)
and therefore we deduce the invariance
N∑
k=1
(∂jℓk ,k + ∂jℓk¯,k¯)L =
N∑
k=1
(∂jℓk ,k + ∂jℓk¯,k¯)L¯ = 0. (50)
In the one component case if we choose ℓ1 = ℓ1¯ = 1 we get the invariance under ∂j1 + ∂j1¯, j > 0. This is the 1
dimensional reduction as discussed for example in [30].
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It must be stressed here that being the same invariance conditions (50) for this reduction and the previous
multigraded reduction, the conditions are different for g and therefore for the class of solutions considered in the
2D Toda hierarchy. In fact the Ueno–Takasaki 1D-reduction has soliton solutions, which appear as a particular
class of the general soliton solutions of his 2D Toda hierarchy. However this Ueno–Takasaki’s family of soliton
solutions of 2D Toda does not admit the bigraded type condition. On the other hand, the condition L = L¯−1
appears as a string equation in 2D Toda leading to solutions of the 1-matrix models, see for example [25].
3 Orlov–Schulman operators, undressing, and string equations
3.1 Introducing the Orlov–Schulman operator
Given solutions W, W¯ of the factorization problem (9) we introduce the Orlov–Schulman operators [23] for the
multicomponent 2D Toda hierarchy
Definition 5. The Orlov–Schulman operators are defined as follows
M :=WnW−1, M¯ := W¯nW¯−1, (51)
Proposition 7. • The Orlov–Schulman operators satisfy the following commutation relations
[L,M ] = L, [M,Ckk] = 0, [L¯, M¯ ] = L¯, [M¯, C¯kk] = 0, (52)
• The following relations hold
M =M+
N∑
k=1
Ckk(sk +
∞∑
j=1
jtjkL
j), M = n+ g−
M¯ = M¯ −
N∑
k=1
C¯kk(sk¯ +
∞∑
j=1
jtjk¯L¯
−j), M¯ = n+ g+Λ.
(53)
Proof. See Appendix B.
Given the initial condition g ∈ G in the factorization problem (9) we write
gΛEkkg
−1 =
N∑
l,l′=1
pk,ll′(n,Λ)Ell′ , gnEkkg
−1 =
N∑
l,l′=1
qk,ll′ (n,Λ)Ell′
and define
Pk :=
N∑
l,l′=1
pk,ll′(M,L)Cll′ , Qk =
N∑
l,l′=1
qk,ll′(M,L)Cll′ , (54)
so that
[Pk, Qk′ ] = δkk′Pk. (55)
Then, as Wg = W¯ , we get, in the language of [26], the string equations
N∑
l,l′=1
pk,ll′ (M,L)Cll′ := L¯C¯kk,
N∑
l,l′=1
qk,ll′ (M,L)Cll′ := M¯C¯kk. (56)
3.2 Undressing Lax equations for the Lax and Orlov–Schulman operators
The Orlov–Schulman operators M =WnW−1, M¯ = W¯nW¯−1 satisfy
∂jaM = [∂jaW ·W
−1,M ], ∂jaM¯ = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, M¯ ],
TKM = (TKW ·W
−1)M(TKW ·W
−1)−1, TKM¯ = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)M¯(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1
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and the factorization problem (9) holds then the results of Theorem 1 imply the following Lax equations for the
Orlov–Schulman operators
∂jaM = [Bja,M ], ∂jaM¯ = [Bja, M¯ ],
TKM = ωKMω
−1
K , TKM¯ = ωKM¯ω
−1
K .
(57)
We now prove the local equivalence between the factorization problem and the Lax equations.
Theorem 2. Let us suppose that:
1. The operators L, L¯, Ckk, C¯kk,M and M¯ satisfy the conditions
L = Λ+ u1(n) + u2(n)Λ
−1 + · · · , L¯−1 = u¯0(n)Λ
−1 + u¯1(n) + u¯2(n)Λ + · · · ,
Ckk = Ekk + Ckk,1(n)Λ
−1 + Ckk,2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · , C¯kk = C¯kk,0(n) + C¯kk,1(n)Λ + C¯kk,2(n)Λ
2 + · · · ,
M = · · ·+M−1Λ
−1 + n
N∑
k=1
Ckk(sk +
∞∑
j=1
jtjkL
j), M¯ = · · ·+ M¯1Λ + n+
N∑
k=1
C¯kk(sk¯ +
∞∑
j=1
jtjk¯L¯
−j),
(58)
with k = 1, . . . , N , u¯0(n) ∈ GL(N,C), and fulfill the equations
IN =
N∑
k=1
Ckk, CkkCll = δklCkk, CkkL = LCkk, CkkM =MCkk, LM =ML,
IN =
N∑
k=1
C¯kk, C¯kkC¯ll = δklC¯kk, C¯kkL¯ = L¯C¯kk, C¯kkM¯ = M¯C¯kk, L¯M¯ = M¯L¯.
(59)
2. Given operators B and ω as in (19), the Lax equations (29), (30) and (57) hold.
Then, there exists operators S ∈ G− and S¯ ∈ G+ such that for W = SW0 and W¯ = S¯W¯0 we may write
L =WΛW−1, M =WnW−1, Ckk =WEkkW
−1,
L¯ = W¯ΛW¯−1, M¯ = W¯nW¯−1, C¯kk = W¯EkkW¯
−1,
so that W and W¯ solve the factorization problem (9) for some constant operator g.
Notice that the set of constrains (58) and (59) are preserved by the Lax equations.
Proof. Observe thatwe need to find is the representation
L = SΛS−1, M = SµS−1, Ckk = SEkkS
−1,
L¯ = S¯ΛS¯−1, M¯ = S¯µ¯S¯−1, C¯kk = S¯EkkS¯
−1,
with µ and µ¯ as in (89). We first undress the Lax operators L, L¯−1. We look for
S′ = IN + ϕ
′
1(n)Λ
−1 + ϕ′2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · , ϕ′j : Z→MN (C),
S¯′ = ϕ¯′0(n)(IN + ϕ¯
′
1(n)Λ + ϕ¯
′
2(n)Λ
2 + · · · ), ϕ¯′0 : Z→ GL(N,C), ϕ¯
′
j : Z→MN (C), j > 0
such that
(Λ + u1 + u2Λ
−1 + · · · )(IN + ϕ
′
1Λ
−1 + ϕ′2Λ
−2 + · · · ) = (IN + ϕ
′
1Λ
−1 + ϕ′2Λ
−2 + · · · )Λ, (60)
(u¯0Λ
−1 + u¯1 + u¯2Λ
2 + · · · )ϕ¯′0(IN + ϕ¯
′
1Λ + ϕ¯
′
2Λ
2 + · · · ) = ϕ¯′0(IN + ϕ¯
′
1Λ + ϕ¯
′
2Λ
2 + · · · )Λ−1. (61)
Therefore, if we define ±[f ] :=
∑∞
j=0 f(n± j), we have
ϕ′1 = c1 + +[u1].
Once ϕ′1 is obtained we fix our attention in the second equation to get
ϕ′2(n) = c2 + +[u2(n) + u1ϕ
′
1].
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So forth and so on we get all the coefficients ϕ′j up to integration constants cj .
Now we analyze (61), which we write as follows
(v¯0Λ
−1 + v¯1 + v¯2Λ
2 + · · · )(IN + ϕ¯
′
1Λ + ϕ¯
′
2Λ
2 + · · · ) = Λ−1 + ϕ¯′1 + ϕ¯
′
2Λ + · · ·
with v¯j(n) := ϕ¯
′
0(n)
−1u¯j(n)ϕ¯
′
0(n + j − 1). From this we deduce that v¯0 = IN or u¯0(n) = ϕ¯
′
0(n)ϕ¯
′
0(n − 1)
−1.
Denoting φ′ := log ϕ¯′0 we get log u¯0 = (1 − Λ
−1)(φ′) and therefore φ′(n) = exp
(
c¯0 + −[log u¯0]
)
where c¯0 is a
constant matrix. As v¯0 = IN we have
(Λ−1 + v¯1 + v¯2Λ
2 + · · · )(IN + ϕ¯
′
1Λ + ϕ¯
′
2Λ
2 + · · · ) = Λ−1 + ϕ¯′1 + ϕ¯
′
2Λ + · · ·
which transmutes into (60) once we replace uj by v¯j , ϕ
′
j by ϕ¯
′
j , j = 1, 2, . . . and Λ by Λ
−1. Thus, all the
coefficients ϕ¯′j are expressed in terms of v¯j .
Now, we proceed to undress Ckk and C¯kk
C′kk := S
′−1CkkS
′, C¯′kk := S¯
′−1C¯kkS¯
′.
These operators commute with Λ, satisfy
C′kk = Ekk + C
′
kk,1Λ
−1 + C′kk,2Λ
−2 + · · ·
C¯′kk = C¯
′
kk,0 + C¯
′
kk,1Λ + C¯
′
kk,2Λ
2 + · · · ,
and provide us with two different resolutions of the identity,
IN =
N∑
k=1
C′kk, C
′
kkC
′
ll = δklC
′
kk, IN =
N∑
k=1
C¯′kk, C¯
′
kkC¯
′
ll = δklC¯
′
k.
In fact, it is easy to show that there exists operators Q = IN +Q1Λ
−1+ · · · ∈ G−∩ zΛ and Q¯ = Q¯0+ Q¯1Λ+ · · · ∈
G+ ∩ zΛ such that C
′
kk = QEkkQ
−1 and C¯′kk = Q¯EkkQ¯
−1. Thus, to undress L, L¯, Ckk, C¯kk, k = 1, . . . , N , we
just take S = S′ ·Q, S¯ = S¯′ · Q¯.
With these operators at hand we proceed to undress M and M¯
S−1MS = α+ µ, α := S−1MS − n, S¯−1M¯S¯ = α¯+ µ¯, α¯ := S¯−1M¯S¯ − n,
but
[Λ, S−1MS] = Λ, [Ekk, S
−1MS] = 0, [Λ, S¯−1M¯S¯] = Λ, [Ekk, S¯
−1M¯S¯] = 0
and [Λ, µ] = Λ and [Λ, µ¯] = Λ, so that
[Λ, α] = 0, [Ekk, α] = 0, [Λ, α¯] = 0, [Ekk, α¯] = 0 ⇒ α, α¯ ∈ h.
Now, recalling that M = n+ g− and M¯ = n+ Λg+ we write α = S
−1nS − n+ g− and α¯ = S¯
−1nS¯ − n+ g+Λ
so that α = α1Λ
−1 + α2Λ
−2 + · · · and α¯ = α¯1Λ + α¯2Λ
2 + · · · with αi, α¯i ∈ diag(N,C) for all i ∈ N. We define
γ := −
∑
j>1
αj
j
Λ−j , γ¯ := φ0 +
∑
j>1
α¯j
j
Λj, where φ0 ∈ diag(N,C), and find that
eγ n e−γ = n+ [γ, n] = n+ α = S−1MS, eγ¯ n e−γ¯ = n+ [γ¯, n] = n+ α¯ = S¯−1M¯S¯
which allows us to write
eγ W0nW
−1
0 e
−γ = eγ n e−γ +ν = S−1MS + ν, eγ¯ W¯0nW¯
−1
0 e
−γ¯ = eγ¯ n e−γ¯ +ν¯ = S¯−1M¯S¯ + ν¯.
Therefore, if we replace S → S eγ and S¯ → S¯ eγ¯ , we get the desired result.
From the evolution equation we get that
Aja := (S)
−1 · (Bja − ∂jaS · (S)
−1)S, A¯ja := (S¯)
−1 · (Bja − ∂jaS¯ · (S¯)
−1)S¯,
ρK := TK(S)
−1ωKS, ρ¯K := TK(S¯)
−1ωK S¯,
(62)
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commute with Λ and all the Ekk, k = 1, . . . , N ; i.e., they are n-independent and diagonal.We may deduce that
[Ajn, µ] = jθja ⇒ [Aja, n] = jθja ⇒ [Aja − θja, n] = 0,
[A¯jn, µ¯] = −jθ¯ja ⇒ [A¯ja, n] = −jθ¯ja ⇒ [A¯ja − θ¯ja, n] = 0,
(63)
and
ωKMω
−1
K = (TKS · S
−1)M(TKS · S
−1)−1 + (TKS)(πa − πb)(TKS)
−1,
ω¯KM¯ω¯
−1
K = (TK S¯ · S¯
−1)M¯(TK S¯ · S
−1)−1 − (TKS¯)(π¯a − π¯b)(TK S¯)
−1,
which imply
[ρk, µ] = (πa − πb)ρk ⇒ [ρk, n] = (πa − πb)ρk ⇒ [ρkq
−1
K , n] = 0,
[ρ¯k, µ¯] = −(π¯a − π¯b)ρ¯k ⇒ [ρ¯k, n] = −(π¯a − π¯b)ρ¯k ⇒ [ρ¯k q¯
−1
K , n] = 0.
(64)
Thus,
Aja − θja, A¯ja − θ¯ja, ρkq
−1
K , ρ¯k q¯
−1
K ∈ diag(N,C). (65)
As the Lax equations (29) and (30) are satisfied by Proposition 4 we know that Bja and ωK satisfy the
compatibility conditions (31)-(37). However, we see from (62) that {Aja, ρK} and {A¯ja, ρ¯K} are gauge transforms
of Bja, ωK and thereby do have zero curvature. Therefore, we conclude the local existence of potentials ξ and ξ¯
such that
Aja = ∂jaξ · ξ
−1, A¯ja = ∂jaξ¯ · ξ¯
−1, ρK = TKξ · ξ
−1, ρ¯K = TK ξ¯ · ξ¯
−1. (66)
These potentials are determined up to right multiplication ξ → ξ · h, ξ¯ → ξ¯ · h¯, where h, h¯ ∈ G are constant
operators independent of tja, sa. Up to this freedom we may take the potentials ξ, ξ¯ ∈ H .Now, recalling (19) we
get
Bja = Rja + g− = R¯ja + g+ ωK , = G− · UK = G+ · U¯K ,
which together with (62) imply Aja − θja ∈ g−, A¯ja − θ¯ja ∈ g+, ρKq
−1
K ∈ G−, ρ¯K q¯
−1
K ∈ G+; but these operators
belong to diag(N,C). Thus, from the two first relations we conclude Aja = θja, ρK = qK and ξ =W0 while the
two second imply that if ξ¯ = eφ0 ·W¯0 then φ0 ∈ diag(N,C).
Therefore, we may write
Aja = ∂jaW0 ·W
−1
0 , A¯ja = ∂ja(ξ¯W¯0) · (e
φ0 W¯0)
−1, ρK = TKW0 ·W
−1
0 , ρ¯K = TK(e
φ0 W¯0) · (e
φ0 W¯0)
−1.
We make the replacement S¯ → S¯ eφ0 to get
Bja = ∂jaW ·W
−1 = ∂jaS · S
−1 + SθjaS
−1 = ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 + S¯θ¯jaS¯
−1 = ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1,
ωK = (TKW ) ·W
−1 = (TKS)qkS
−1 = (TK S¯)q¯K S¯
−1 = (TKW¯ ) · W¯
−1.
In terms of g =W−1 · W¯ the previous equations can be written as ∂jag = 0 and TKg = g. Thus, we finally find
Wg = W¯ where g is a constant operator in G.
A further result regarding the operators Ckl introduced in Definition 2 and characterized in Proposition 1
that will be needed later is given now.
Proposition 8. Given operators L, L¯,M, M¯ , Ckk and C¯kk as in Theorem 2, then: if we find operators Ckl of
the form
Ckl = L
sk−sl e(tjk−tjl)L
j
(Ekl + g−),
such that
[Ckl, L] = [Ckl,M ] = 0, Ck′k′Ckl = δkk′Ck′l, CklCk′k′ = δkl′Ckk′ ,
then the undressing operator W of Theorem 2 satisfies Ckl =WEklW
−1.
Proof. See Appendix B.
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3.3 String equations, factorization problem and Lax equations
We will show here that the string equations (56) for the Lax and Orlov–Schulman operators do indeed imply
the factorization (9) and also the Lax equations (29)-(30). In fact, only one of these implications is needed as
the other one will follow from the results described previously. However, we show that these two facts can be
derived directly from the string equations, showing the importance of this formulation of integrable systems.
Theorem 3. Let L,M,Ckk, L¯, M¯ , C¯kk, k = 1, . . . , N , be operators as in Theorem 2 and operators Ckl, k, l =
1, . . . , N , be as in Proposition 8. Let us suppose that we have operators Pk, Qk as in (54) and that the string
equations (56) hold. Then,
1. We can choose the operators W and W¯ of Theorem 2 such that the factorization (9) holds for some constant
operator g ∈ G.
2. The Lax equations (29)-(30) are fulfilled.
Proof. From the first part of the proof of Theorem 2 (not considering the Lax equations) and Proposition 8 we
know that there are undressing operators W = SW0 and W¯ = S¯W¯0, S ∈ G− and S¯ ∈ G+. Let us introduce
some convenient notation
Dja := ∂jaW ·W
−1 − ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1 D0ja := W¯
−1DjaW¯ ,
σK := (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1TKW ·W
−1 σ0K := W¯
−1σKW¯ ,
(67)
and observe that if we define
ζ := W¯−1 ·W (68)
we have
D0ja = ∂jaζ · ζ
−1, σ0K = TKζ · ζ
−1. (69)
The string equations (56) read
Pk =WP
0
kW
−1 = W¯EkkΛW¯
−1, P 0k =
N∑
l,l′=1
pk,ll′ (n,Λ)Ell′ ,
Qk =WQ
0
kW
−1 = W¯EkknW¯
−1, Q0k =
N∑
l,l′=1
qk,ll′ (n,Λ)Ell′ ,
(70)
which in turn imply
∂jaPk = [∂jaW ·W
−1, Pk] = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, Pk],
∂jaQk = [∂jaW ·W
−1, Qk] = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, Qk],
TKPk = (TKW ·W
−1)Pk(TKW ·W
−1)−1 = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)Pk(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1,
TKQk = (TKW ·W
−1)Qk(TKW ·W
−1)−1 = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)Qk(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1.
Hence, recalling Pk = L¯C¯kk and Qk = M¯C¯kk we conclude that
[Dja, L¯] = [Dja, M¯ ] = [Dja, C¯kk] = 0, [σK , L¯] = [σK , M¯ ] = [σK , C¯kk] = 0 (71)
Thus, we deduce that D0ja, σ
0
K ∈ diag(N,C), and therefore Dja ∈ g+ and σK ∈ G+. With these preliminaries
let us start proving the two statements in the theorem
1. Given the representation (69) in terms of ζ as in (68) we deduce that we can write ζ = ξ¯ · g−1 for some
ξ¯ ∈ diag(N,C) and some (s, t)- independent operator g ∈ G. Thus, D0ja = ∂jaξ¯ · ξ¯
−1 and σ0K = TK ξ¯ · ξ¯
−1.
But, recalling the definition (68) we get W¯ ζ = W ⇒ S¯W¯0ξ¯ = Wg. Observe that [W¯0, ξ¯] = 0 and replace
S¯ → S¯ · ξ¯ to get the factorization problem.
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2. From the definition (67) we get
∂jaW ·W
−1 = ∂jaS · S
−1 +Rja = ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 + R¯ja +Dja = ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1 +Dja,
TKW ·W
−1 = TKS · S
−1 · UK = TK S¯ · S¯
−1 · U¯K · σK = TKW¯ · W¯
−1 · σK .
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2 and recalling that Dja ∈ g+, σK ∈ G+ and [U¯K , σK ] = 0 we have
∂jaS · S
−1 = −(Rja − R¯ja)−, ∂jaS¯ · S¯
−1 +Dja = (Rja − R¯ja)+,
TKS · S
−1 = (UK · U¯
−1
K )−, TKS¯ · S¯
−1 · σK = (UK · U¯
−1
K )+
so that, according to (19),
∂jaW ·W
−1 = Bja = ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1 +Dja, TKW ·W
−1 = ωK = TKW¯ · W¯
−1 · σK .
Therefore, we immediately get the following Lax equations
∂jaL = [∂jaW ·W
−1, L] = [Bja, L], TKL = (TKW ·W
−1)L(TKW ·W
−1)−1 = ωKLω
−1
K
∂jaM = [∂jaW ·W
−1,M ] = [Bja,M ], TKM = (TKW ·W
−1)M(TKW ·W
−1)−1 = ωKMω
−1
K
∂jaCkk = [∂jaW ·W
−1, Ckk] = [Bja, Ckk], TKCkk = (TKW ·W
−1)Ckk(TKW ·W
−1)−1 = ωKCkkω
−1
K .
Now, as ∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1 = Bja − Dja and TKW¯ · W¯
−1 = ωK · σK with Dja and σK commuting with any
function of L¯, M¯ and C¯kk we get the remaining Lax equations
∂jaL¯ = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, L¯] = [Bja, L¯], TKL¯ = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)L¯(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1 = ωKL¯ω
−1
K
∂jaM¯ = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, M¯ ] = [Bja,M ], TKM¯ = (TKW¯ · W¯
−1)M¯(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1 = ωKM¯ω
−1
K
∂jaC¯kk = [∂jaW¯ · W¯
−1, C¯kk] = [Bja, Ckk], TKC¯kk = (TKW¯ ·W
−1)C¯kk(TKW¯ · W¯
−1)−1 = ωKC¯kkω
−1
K .
The above result might be slightly generalized by considering string equations of the form
N∑
l,l′=1
pk,ll′(M,L)Cll′ =
N∑
l,l′=1
p¯k,ll′ (M¯, L¯)C¯ll′ ,
N∑
l,l′=1
qk,ll′ (M,L)Cll′ =
N∑
l,l′=1
q¯k,ll′(M¯, L¯)C¯ll′ ,
where we assume that
P¯ 0k :=
N∑
l,l′=1
p¯k,ll′(n,Λ)E¯ll′ , Q¯
0
k :=
N∑
l,l′=1
q¯k,ll′ (n,Λ)E¯ll′ , k = 1, . . . , N,
belong to the adjoint orbit O of EkkΛ, Ekkn, k = 1, . . . , N ; i.e., there exists g¯ ∈ G such that
P 0k = g¯ · EkkΛ · g¯
−1, Q0k = g¯ ·Ekkn · g¯
−1.
For that aim the proof needs to be modified only in the definition of D0ja → g¯
−1D0jag¯
−1 and σ0K → g¯
−1σ0K g¯ and
g → g · g¯. Observe that elements in O can be constructed in terms of operators Ck,P and Q, such that:
N∑
k=1
Ck = IN , CkCk′ = δkk′Ck, [Ck,P ] = [Ck,Q] = 0, [P ,Q] = P .
What we do not know yet is if the orbit O is characterized precisely by this properties. However, if we request
the following properties: Ck−Ekk ∈ g−, P−Λ ∈ g−Λ, Q−n ∈ g−, one could prove, following similar arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 2, that these elements lay in O. This implies an alternative formulation of string
equations (56)∑
l,l′
Ck,ll′ (L,M)Cll′ = C¯kk,
∑
l,l′
Pll′(L,M)Cll′ = L¯,
∑
l,l′
Qll′(L,M)Cll′ = M¯.
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3.4 Additional symmetries and string equations
3.4.1 Additional symmetries
Suppose that the operator g in (9) depends on an additional, or external, parameter b, which might belong to
C or to Z. Now, we will describe the induced dependence on the elements defining the multicomponent Toda
hierarchy. We shall denote by ∂b = ∂/∂b when b ∈ C is a continuous an by Tb the corresponding shift b → b +1,
when b ∈ Z is an integer. In this case, we shall replace (9) by the equivalent factorization problemW ·h = W¯ · h¯,
with
g = h · h¯−1. (72)
Observe that for b ∈ C we may write,
∂bW ·W
−1 +W (∂bh · h
−1)W−1 = ∂bS · S
−1 +W (∂bh · h
−1)W−1
= ∂bS¯ · S¯
−1 + W¯ (∂b h¯ · h¯
−1)W¯−1 = ∂bW¯ · W¯
−1 + W¯ (∂b h¯ · h¯
−1)W¯−1,
(73)
while for b ∈ Z we have
TbW ·W
−1 ·W · (Tbh · h
−1) ·W−1 = TbS · S
−1 ·W · (Tbh · h
−1) ·W−1
= Tb S¯ · S¯
−1 · W¯ · (Tb h¯ · h¯
−1) · W¯−1 = TbW¯ · W¯
−1 · W¯ · (Tb h¯ · h¯
−1) · W¯−1
(74)
Now we suppose that the dependence on b is given by the following equations
∂bh · h
−1 = F0 =
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′ (n,Λ)Ell′ , ∂b h¯ · h¯
−1 = F¯0 =
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′(n,Λ)Ell′ when b ∈ C,
Tbh · h
−1 = F0 =
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′(n,Λ)Ell′ , Tb h¯ · h¯
−1 = F¯0 =
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′(n,Λ)Ell′ , , when b ∈ Z,
(75)
and define
F :=
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′ (M,L)Cll′ , F¯ :=
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′ (M¯, L¯)C¯ll′ when b ∈ C,
F :=
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′(M,L)Cll′ , F¯ :=
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′(M¯, L¯)C¯ll′ , when b ∈ C.
(76)
From (73)-(74) we get
∂bW ·W
−1 = ∂bS · S
−1 = −(F − F¯ )−, ∂bW¯ · W¯
−1 = ∂b S¯ · S¯
−1 = (F − F¯ )+, (F − F¯ )± ∈ g±,
TbW ·W
−1 = TbS · S
−1 = (F · F¯−1)−, TbW¯ · W¯
−1 = TbS¯ · S¯
−1 = (F · F¯−1)+ (F · F¯
−1)± ∈ G±.
So that
Proposition 9. Given a dependence on an additional parameter b according to (72) and (75), introduce H :=
F − F¯ and H := F · F¯−1 where F and F¯ are defined (76), then
1. The dressing operators W and W¯ satisfy the following equations
∂bW = −H− ·W, ∂bW¯ = H+ · W¯ , or TbW = H− ·W, TbW¯ = H+ · W¯ .
2. The Lax and Orlov–Schulman operators are subject to
∂bL = [−H−, L], ∂bM = [−H−,M ], ∂bCkk = −[H−, Ckk],
∂bL¯ = [H+, L¯], ∂bM¯ = [H+, M¯ ], ∂bC¯kk = [H+, C¯kk],
or
TbL = H− · L · H
−1
− , TbM = H− ·M · H
−1
− , TbCkk = H− · Ckk · H
−1
− ,
TbL¯ = H+ · L¯ · H
−1
+ , TbM¯ = H+ · M¯ · H
−1
+ , TbC¯kk = H+ · C¯kk · H
−1
+ .
(77)
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3.4.2 String equations
The factorization problem (9) depends decisively on the ‘initial data’ g. Now, we are going to see some conse-
quences of the form of g and derive the so called string equations. Let us suppose, that given two operators
F0 :=
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′(n,Λ)Ell′ , F¯0 =
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′ (n,Λ)Ell′ ,
we have the following constraint satisfied by g
gF¯0 = F0g. (78)
Then, if
F (M,L) :=
N∑
l,l′=1
Fll′(M,L)Cll′ , F¯ (M¯, L¯) =
N∑
l,l′=1
F¯ll′ (M¯, L¯)C¯ll′ ,
we have
F (M,L) = F¯ (M¯, L¯). (79)
We refer to these type of equations as string equations, see for example [25], and we have seen that they
reflect properties like (78) of the initial condition g in (9). Notice that the reduction of (41) is a particular case
of (78) with F¯0 :=
∑N
k=1 EkkΛ
−ℓk¯ and F0 :=
∑N
k=1EkkΛ
ℓk , in which the Orlov–Schulman operator does not
appear. This suggests an important family of diagonal string equations with
F0 :=
N∑
k=1
EkkF0,k(n,Λ), F¯0 :=
N∑
k=1
EkkF¯0,k(n,Λ). (80)
The equations (56) are also a set of string equations; moreover, the invariance conditions under the additional
flow (77) implies that H = 0 or H = id so that we are lead to the string type equations of the form (79), namely
F (M,L) = F¯ (M¯, L¯) or F(M,L) = F¯(M¯, L¯). (81)
This also follows from
∂bg = (∂bh · h
−1)g − g(∂b h¯ · h¯
−1) = F0g − gF¯0,
Tbg = (Tbh · h
−1) · g · (Tb h¯ · h¯
−1)−1 = F0 · g · F¯
−1
0 .
Observe if we consider arbitrary forms of F0, F¯0 or F0, F¯0 it will be same to deal with the description given
here or the one obtained just setting h¯ = id. However the situation is different if we consider the function F0,
F¯0 or F0, F¯0 of diagonal type (80). In this case, to set h¯ = id will generically imply to abandon the diagonal
family for F0.
Appendix A: Congruences
We will show here how to derive from the multi-component Toda hierarchy equations involving only the fields
at each site n ∈ Z; i.e. not mixing fields at different values of n, the sequence variable. This is particulary useful
to show the role of the discrete multicomponent KP hierarchy in the multicomponent Toda hierarchy, which
appears when we froze the bared continuous and discrete times.
Firstly, we present a queue observation
Proposition 10. Let us suppose that we have operators R, R¯ ∈ g such that
RW−10 ∈ g−, R¯W¯
−1
0 ∈ g+ (82)
satisfying R · g = R¯. Then R = R¯ = 0.
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Proof. We have
R¯ = Rg = RW−1Wg = RW−1W¯ ⇒ R¯W¯−1 = RW−1
therefore R¯W¯−10 S¯
−1 = RW−10 S
−1 and recalling (82), and the fact that S ∈ G− and S¯ ∈ G+ we conclude the
statement.
Next, and without proof (which consist in a systematic and sometimes elaborated application of the previous
result) we show the appearance of some well known integrable hierarchies within the multicomponent Toda
hierarchy. We firstly point out that continuous variables, and for each value of n, we have solutions of the
N -wave hierarchy and its modifications, moreover some discretizations of the modified N -wave equations are
proposed. These results are just a manifestation of the fact that if we froze the bared times we are just dealing
with a discrete N -component KP hierarchy in the spirit of [1]. Next, we recover within this context the the
quadrilateral lattice equations. Finally, we present what we call the dispersive Whitham hierarchy in complete
analogy to the one proposed in [27]-[28].
N-resonant wave equations and its modification We introduce
∂ := ∂11 + · · ·+ ∂1N , ∂¯ := ∂11¯ + · · ·+ ∂1N¯ ,
in terms of which we have
Theorem 4. The dressing operators satisfy the following equations
∂jaW = Qja(W ), ∂jaW¯ = Qja(W¯ ), (83)
where
Qjk = ujk,j∂
j + ujk,j−1∂
j−1 + · · ·+ ujk,0, Qjk¯ = vjk,j ∂¯
j + vjk,j−1 ∂¯
j−1 + · · ·+ vjk,1∂¯
with the coefficients ujk,i, vjk,i depending on ∂
s
1ϕr, ∂¯
s
1ϕ¯r , respectively
ujk,j−i =
{
Ekk, i = 0,
ϕiEkk −
∑i−1
a=0 ujk,j−aσj−a,i−a, i = 1, . . . , j,
vjk,j−i =
{
ϕ¯0Ekkσ¯
−1
j,0 , i = 0,(
ϕ¯i −
∑i−1
a=0 v¯jk,j−aσ¯j−a,i−a
)
Ekkσ¯
−1
j−i,0, i = 1, . . . , j − 1,
and
σj,i :=
i−1∑
r=0
(
j
r
)
(∂rϕi−r), (84)
σ¯j,i :=
i∑
r=0
(
j
r
)
(∂¯rϕ¯i−r). (85)
Observe that σj1 = β and σ¯j,0 = e
φ, and also that the first of the differential operators Qjk and Q¯jk are
given by
Qjk = Ekk∂
j + [β,Ekk]∂
j−1 + ([ϕ2, Ekk]− jEkk∂β − [β,Ekkβ])∂
j−2 + · · ·+ ujk,0,
Qjk¯ = e
φEkk e
−φ ∂¯j + (ϕ¯1Ekk − e
φEkk e
−φ(ϕ¯1 + j∂¯ e
φ)) e−φ ∂¯j−1 + · · ·+ vjk,1∂¯.
Lemma 2. The only differential operators Q = uj∂
j + · · ·+ u0 and Q¯ = vj ∂¯
j + · · ·+ v0 such that
Q(W ) = 0, Q¯(W¯ ) = 0
are
Q = Q¯ = 0.
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Proof. • Let us suppose that
∑j
i=0 ui∂
iW = 0 but
∑j
i=0 ui∂
iW =
(∑j
i=0(ui+
∑j−i
r=1 ui+rσi+r,r)Λ
i+g−)
)
W0.
Thus, uj = uj−1 = · · · = u0 = 0.
• Assume now that
∑j
i=1 vi∂¯
iW¯ = 0 and take into account that
j∑
i=1
vi∂¯
iW¯ =
( j∑
i=1
(
j−i∑
r=0
vi+r σ¯i+r,r)Λ
−i + g+
)
W¯0.
Thus, vj = vj−1 = · · · = v1 = 0.
From this lemma it follows that
Proposition 11. The Zakharov–Shabat conditions
∂jkQil − ∂ilQjk + [Qil, Qjk] = 0, ∂jk¯Qil¯ − ∂il¯Qjk¯ + [Qil¯, Qjk¯] = 0
hold.
Proof. Just consider the compatibility conditions of (83) together with Lemma 2.
The site independent relations described in Theorem 4 constitute the N -wave hierarchy, for the non bared
flows, and its modification for the bared flows. These multicomponent equations contains may integrable systems
[17], for N = 1 we have the KP equation in nonbared variables and the modified KP equation in bared variables,
for N = 2, the Davey–Stewartson equation in the t-variables and the Ishimori equation in the t¯-variables. For
N = 3 we find the 3-resonant wave system (t-variables) and a modified version of it (t¯-variables).
Proposition 12. The N -wave equations
∂1k[β,Ell]− ∂1l[β,Ekk] + [[β,Ell], [β,Ekk]] = 0.
and the modified N -wave equations
∂¯1k(vl)− ∂¯1l(vk) + vl∂¯(vk)− vk∂¯(vl) = 0.
with vk := ϕ¯0Ekkϕ¯
−1
0 are satisfied.
Proof. The N -wave equations appear as the compatibility of the Q1k = Ekk∂1+ [β,Ekk]. A “modified” N -wave
system [17] appears for when one considers the compatibility Q¯1k = vk∂¯, k = 1, . . . , N .
Discrete versions of the modified N-wave equations For a fixed l = 1, . . . , N let us introduce the
following shift operator
T¯ :=
∑
k¯=1¯,...,N¯
k¯ 6=l¯
T(k¯,l¯),
and the operator
X¯(A) :=
∑
k 6=l
T(k¯,l¯)(A)Ekk , Pl :=
∑
k 6=l
Ekk, A ∈ g.
Finally we also introduce,
Ωk := V EkkV
−1, V := Ell + X¯(e
φ),
and the difference operators
∆(k¯,l¯) := T(k¯,l¯) − 1, ∆¯ :=
∑
k 6=l
∆(k¯,l¯) = T¯ − (N − 1).
Proposition 13. The dressing operators W and W¯ satisfy
∆(k¯,l¯)(W ) = Ωk∆¯(W ), ∆(k¯,l¯)(W¯ ) = Ωk∆¯(W¯ ).
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Conjugate nets and quadrilateral lattices We show now the role of conjugate nets and quadrilateral
lattices as a part of the multicomponent Toda hierarchy. For this aim we first prove
Proposition 14. If ǫi ∈MN(C), i = 1, 2 are such that ǫ1Ekk = ǫ2Ell then
ǫ1(∂1k − βEkk)W = ǫ2(TK − (TKβEll + IN − Ell − πa))W, K = (l, a)
ǫ1(∂1k − βEkk)W¯ = ǫ2(TK − (TKβEll + IN − Ell − πa)W¯ , K = (l, a)
ǫ1 e
−φ ∂1k¯W = ǫ2 e
−TKφ(∆K + πa)W, K = (l¯, a)
ǫ1 e
−φ ∂1k¯W¯ = ǫ2 e
−TKφ(∆K + πa)W¯ , K = (l¯, a).
A particular consequence is
ǫ1(ϕ2Ekk + ∂1kϕ1 − ϕ1Ekkϕ1) = ǫ2(T(k,l)ϕ2Ekk + Tklϕ1(IN − Ell − Ekk)
+ Ell − (Tklϕ1Ekk + IN − Ell − Ekk)ϕ1).
If we right multiply this relation by Em′m′ with m
′ 6= k and we take
1. ǫ1 = Emm with m 6= k and ǫ2 = 0
2. ǫ1 = 0 and ǫ2 = Emm with m 6= k, l
3. ǫ1 = 0 and ǫ2 = Ell
4. ǫ1 = ǫ2 = Ekk
we find
∂1kβmm′ − βmkβkm′ = 0, for m,m
′ 6= k
∆(k,l)βmm′ − (T(k,l)βmk)βkm′ = 0, for m,m
′ 6= k, l,
(T(k,l)βmk)βkl + βml = 0, m 6= k, l,
T(k,l)βlm′ − (T(k,l)βlk)βkm′ = 0, m
′ 6= k, l,
(T(k,l)βlk)βkl − 1 = 0,
∂1k log βkm′ −
T(k,l)βkm′
βkm′
+∆(k,l)βkk = 0, m
′ 6= l,
∂1k log βkl +∆(k,l)βkk = 0.
The dispersionfull Toda–Whitham hierarchy We fix l ∈ S and consider the shifts T(a,l) for a ∈ S
with a 6= l, and as we can not put a = l for a′ ∈ S, a′ 6= l,
Proposition 15. 1. For a′, l, a′ 6= l, there exists scalar operators
Bjl = T
j
(l,a′) +Bjl,j−1T
−j+1
(l,a′) + · · ·+Bjl,0,
αjl = ∂
j
1l + αjl,j−2∂
j−2
1l + · · ·+ αjl,0
where the coefficients Bjl,i and αjl,i are scalar polynomials in the T(l,a′)-shifts or the ∂1l-derivatives of
βll, ϕ2,ll . . . , ϕj,ll, respectively, for example Bjl,j−1 = βll − T
j
(l,a′)βll such that
∂jl(EllW ) = Bjl(EllW ) = αjl(EllW ), ∂jl(EllW¯ ) = Bjl(EllW¯ ) = αjl(EllW¯ ), (86)
2. For a 6= l there exists scalar operators
Bja = Bja,jT
j
(a,l) + · · ·+Bja,1T(a,l)
where Bja,i are scalar polynomials in the T(l,a)-shifts of βlk, ϕ2,lk, . . . , ϕj,lk when a = k and of ϕ¯0,lk, . . . , ϕ¯j−1,lk
for a = k¯, for example
Bja,j =


βlk
T j(k,l)(βlk)
, a = k ∈ S,
ϕ¯0,lk
T j
(k¯,l)
(ϕ¯0,lk)
, a = k¯ ∈ S¯,
such that for a 6= l
∂ja(EllW ) = Bja(EllW ) ∂ja(EllW¯ ) = Bja(EllW¯ ).
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Appendix B: Proofs of Propositions
• Proposition 2 Obviously (23) is implied by (20)-(22). It is also easy to conclude that (21) and (22) follow
from (23). The non trivial part of the proposition is to prove that (23) implies (20):
T(a,b)T(c,d) = T(a,c)T(c,b)T(c,b)T(b,d) = T(a,c)T(c,b)T(b,d)T(c,b)
= T(a,c)T(c,d)T(c,b) = T(c,d)T(a,c)T(c,b) = T(c,d)T(a,b).
• Proposition 3 We only need to show that (37) implies (33) as the reverse is evident. We proceed as in
the proof of Proposition 2
(T(a,b)ω(c,d))ω(a,b) = (T(a,b)(T(b,d)ω(c,b))ω(b,d)))(T(a,c)ω(c,b))ω(a,c)
= (T(a,b)(T(b,d)ω(c,b)))(T(a,c)(T(c,b)ω(b,d))ω(c,b))ω(a,c)
= (T(a,b)(T(b,d)ω(c,b)))(T(a,c)ω(c,d))ω(a,c)
= (T(c,d)(T(a,c)ω(c,b)))(T(c,d)ω(a,c))ω(c,d)
= (T(c,d)(T(a,c)ω(c,b))ω(a,c))ω(c,d)
= (T(c,d)ω(a,b))ω(c,d).
• Proposition 4 We do not prove the differential case and refer the reader to [30]. Therefore we proceed
to the remaining cases involving discrete times.
1. We start by proving (32). First, from the definition (19) we deduce that
∂jaωK · ω
−1
K = ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )− · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− + (UK · U¯
−1
K )−∂jaUK · U
−1
K (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
−
= ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )− · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− + (UK · U¯
−1
K )−(Bja − UKBjaU
−1
K )(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
−
= ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )− · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− + (UK · U¯
−1
K )−Bja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− − ωKBjaω
−1
K
and similarly
= ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )+ · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ + (UK · U¯
−1
K )+Bja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ − ωKBjaω
−1
K
so that
∂jaωK · ω
−1
K + ωKBjaω
−1
K = ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )− · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− + (UK · U¯
−1
K )−Bja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
−
= ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )+ · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ + (UK · U¯
−1
K )+Bja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ .
Now, using (33) and the commuting character of the Lax operators we get
TKBja = (UK · U¯
−1
K )−Rja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− − TK(Rja − R¯ja)−
= (UK · U¯
−1
K )+R¯ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ + TK(Rja − R¯ja)−
and we deduce for I := ∂jaωK · ω
−1
K + ωKBjaω
−1
K − TKBja the following expressions
I = ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )− · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− − (UK · U¯
−1
K )−(Rja − R¯ja)−(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
− + TK(Rja − R¯ja)−
= ∂ja(UK · U¯
−1
K )+ · (UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ + (UK · U¯
−1
K )+(Rja − R¯ja)+(UK · U¯
−1
K )
−1
+ − TK(Rja − R¯ja)+.
which hold only if I = 0, as desired.
2. Let us now prove (33). From (19) and (30) we get
TKωK′ = TK(UK′U¯
−1
K′ )− · ωKUK′ω
−1
K = TK(UK′ U¯
−1
K′ )+ · ωK U¯K′ω
−1
K
or using (19) again
TKωK′ · ωK = TK(UK′ U¯
−1
K′ )− · (UK U¯
−1
K )−UKUK′ = TK(UK′U¯
−1
K′ )+ · (UK U¯
−1
K )+U¯K U¯K′ .
Then, we deduce
(TKωK′ · ωK)+ = (UKUK′)+, (TKωK′ · ωK)− = (U¯
−1
K′ U¯
−1
K )−
Interchanging K ↔ K ′ and recalling the commuting character of the Lax operators we get the desired
result.
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• Proposition 6 Let aij denote the elements of the bi-infinite matrix gk1k2 , we now proceed to analyze the
meaning of (48) in different situations:
– Block Hankel case Let us assume that ℓk1ℓk¯2 > 0. In particular let us discuss the case where both
integers are positive. If we start from the element aij the equation (48) says that it is equal to some
other element. To determine the this element in the matrix we observe that (48) requires to move in
the i-th row ℓk1 + ℓk¯2 positions to the right and in the diagonal passing through that position go left
ℓk1 positions on this diagonal, i.e. go up ℓk1 positions and to the left also ℓk1 positions. This gives us
the block structure over off-diagonals as illustrated below.
ai,j ai,j+ℓk¯2−1
ai+ℓk1−1,j ai+ℓk1−1,j+ℓk¯2−1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ai,j
00
ai,j+ℓk¯2−1
11
ai+ℓk1−1,j
::
ai+ℓk1−1,j+ℓk¯2−1
::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
For negative integers ℓk1 , ℓk¯2 < 0 we have a similar discussion, replacing right motions in the row with
left motions and up motions in the diagonal with down motions in the diagonal, and the same block
Hankel structure appears.
– Block Toeplitz case We now assume that ℓk1ℓk¯2 < 0. Suppose that ℓk1 is positive. Then, when
ℓk1 > |ℓk¯2 | if we start from the element aij the equation (48) says that it is equal to some other
element, say ai′j′ . To determine the row i
′ and column j′, we observe that (48) tell us to advance in
the i-th row ℓk1 − |ℓk¯2 | positions to the right and in the diagonal passing through that position go left
ℓk1 positions on this diagonal, i.e. go up ℓk1 positions and to the left also ℓk1 positions. So that we
have
aij = ai−ℓk1 ,j+ℓk1−|ℓk¯2 |−ℓk1
= ai−ℓk1 ,j−|ℓk¯2 |
.
For the case ℓk1 < |ℓk¯2 | we use gj,k1k2(n) = gj+|ℓk¯2 |−ℓk1 ,k1k2
(n + ℓk1) so that we move |ℓk¯2 | − ℓk1
positions to the right and on the diagonal ℓk1 positions down, which amounts to ℓk1 rows down and
ℓk1 columns right, i.e.
aij = ai−ℓk1 ,j+|ℓk¯2 |−ℓk1+ℓk1
= ai−ℓk1 ,j−|ℓk¯2 |
and we get the same result, which immediately tell us about the block structure over diagonals as
illustrated below.
ai,j ai,j+|ℓk¯2 |−1
ai+ℓk1−1,j ai+ℓk1−1,j+|ℓk¯2 |−1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ai,j
nn
ai,j+|ℓk¯2 |−1
mm
ai+ℓk1−1,j
dd
ai+ℓk1−1,j+|ℓk¯2 |−1
dd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
A similar discussion goes on for the case of negative ℓk1 and positive ℓk¯2 .
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– The case ℓk1 = 0 with ℓk¯2 6= 0 gives gj,k1k2(n) = gj+ℓk¯2 ,k1k2(n), which implies diagonal band structure,
whether for ℓk¯2 = 0 with ℓk1 6= 0 gives gj,k1k2(n) = gj+ℓk1 ,k1k2(n + ℓk1), which describes a ℓk1 × ℓk1
block structure. Notice that these two cases can only exist for two or more components.
• Proposition 7 Let us compute
M =WnW−1 = SW0nW
−1
0 S
−1, (87)
M¯ = W¯nW¯−1 = S¯W¯0nW¯0
−1
S¯−1, (88)
for this aim we must take into account that
µ :=W0nW
−1
0 = n+ ν, ν =
N∑
k=1
Ekk(sk +
∞∑
j=1
jtjkΛ
j),
µ¯ := W¯0nW¯0
−1
= n+ ν¯, ν¯ = −
N∑
k=1
Ekk(sk¯ +
∞∑
j=1
jtjk¯Λ
−j).
(89)
Therefore, from (87) and (88) we deduce that
M = SµS−1 = SnS−1 +
N∑
k=1
Ckk(sk +
∞∑
j=1
jtjkL
j),
M¯ = S¯µ¯S¯−1 = S¯nS¯−1 −
N∑
k=1
C¯kk(sk¯ +
∞∑
j=1
jtjk¯L¯
−j).
Finally,
M := SnS−1 = (1 + β(n)Λ−1 + ϕ2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · )n(1 + β(n)Λ−1 + ϕ2(n)Λ
−2 + · · · )−1
= n− β(n)Λ−1 + · · · ,
M¯ := S¯nS¯−1 = (eφ(n)+ϕ¯1(n)Λ + · · · )n(e
φ(n)+ψ¯1(n)Λ + · · · )
−1
= n+ ϕ¯1(n) e
−φ(n+1) Λ + · · · .
• Proposition 8 Let us take W of Theorem 2 and consider Θkl := W
−1CklW which satisfy [Θkl,Λ] =
[Θkl, n] = 0 and hence Θkl do not depends on Λ nor on n. Now,
Ek′k′Θkl = δk′kΘk′l, ΘklEk′k′ = δlk′Θkl ⇒ Θkl = ϑklEkl, ϑkl ∈ C,
Ek′k′Θ¯kl = δk′kΘ¯k′l, Θ¯klEk′k′ = δlk′Θ¯kl ⇒ Θ¯kl = ϑ¯klEkl, ϑ¯kl ∈ C.
Thus,
Ckl =WΘklW
−1 = SW0ϑklEklW
−1
0 S
−1 = ϑklL
sk−sl e
P
j>1(tjk−tjl)L
j
(Ekl + g−)
⇒ ϑkl = 1⇒ Ckl =WEklW
−1.
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